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Motivation



Counterfactuals simulate what could’ve happened.

3

It is great for kids.

Counterfactuals  ̂xi

Sentiment analysis sentence  x

It is great for kids→no one.

It is great for kids→adults.

It is not great for kids.

It is great→scary for kids.

It is great for kids.
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Interactive model error analysis
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It is great for kids.
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However, they are hard to generate.

Automated rewrites
Predict

+

+

+

+
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Focus on specific relationship,  
tailored for applications.

Ross, Alexis, Ana Marasović, and Matthew E. Peters. "Explaining nlp models via minimal contrastive editing (mice)." arXiv preprint arXiv:2012.13985 (2020).
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It is not great for kids. —
Generate closest  with flipped 
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But prediction-preserving 
ones also explain models!
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In this paper…

Polyjuice 🥘 : general-purpose counterfactuals, with application-
agnostic relationships (deletion, negation, etc.).
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What do we do?

Data augmentation & evaluation

Evaluate and improve model generalization, 
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What do we do?
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Model explanation

Interactive model error analysis

More insights than SOTA explanation methods
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What do we do?

Data augmentation & evaluation
It is not great for kids → adults. 

It is great for anyone but kids. 

It is great → unnecessary for kids.

It is great for kids. 

It is not great for kids → adults. 

It is great for kids→no one. 

It is great for anyone but kids. 

It is great → disastrous for kids. 

It is great → good for kids. 

It is great → unnecessary for kids.

Model explanation

Interactive model error analysis

Systematic understanding of related patterns
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Designing Polyjuice
How do we produce general-purpose counterfactuals?



Counterfactual generation as NLG
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Language models can complete paragraphs

INPUT
It is great for kids.

OUTPUT

My kids have seen it three times.



Language models can complete paragraphs → be fine-tuned for rewriting.

Counterfactual generation as NLG
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INPUT
It is great for kids.

OUTPUT

It is not great for children.
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Desiderata: We want a generator…
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Fluent So they could have been in the original dataset. (✗ It is great for not)

Close to the original sentence, for localized assessments.

Each generated counterfactual is

Diverse To cover a large variety of “what-ifs”.

The set of counterfactuals is

Control To emphasize different perturbation types.
The generator allows for
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Counterfactual generation as NLG

17

Close

INPUT
It is great for kids.

Use original text as context Perturb based on the entire context

OUTPUT

It is not great for children.

Fine-tune GPT-2 on close sentence pairs.



Take advantage of the inherent fluency 

and diversities of LMs like GPT-2. 

Fine-tune GPT-2 on six sentence-pair 

datasets, for diverse perturbations. 

Counterfactual generation as NLG
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Close Fluent Diverse

PAWS, high lexical overlap, but non-paraphrase. 
Can a bad → good person be good → bad?

WinoGrande, commonsense on lexical 
The lions ate the zebras because they are predators → meaty.

Zhang, Yuan, Jason Baldridge, and Luheng He. "PAWS: Paraphrase adversaries from word scrambling." arXiv preprint arXiv:1904.01130 (2019).Sakaguchi, Keisuke, et al. "Winogrande: An 
adversarial winograd schema challenge at scale." Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Vol. 34. No. 05. 2020. 



Counterfactual generation as NLG
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Close Fluent Diverse Control

Prompts: “how” and “where” to perturb.



“How to change”: Control codes
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Close Fluent Diverse Control

Original
It is great for kids.

Control

negation 

negation 
+

Counterfactuals

It is not great for kids→children. 

It is great for kids→no one. 



“How to change”: Control codes
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Close Fluent Diverse Control

Original
It is great for kids.

Control

negation 

negation 

delete

+

Counterfactuals

It is not great for kids→children. 

It is great for kids→no one. 

It is great for kids.



Control codes Definition, color: delete → insert

negation A dog is not embraced by the woman.

quantifier A dog is → Three dogs are embraced by the woman. 

shuffle
To move (or swap) key phrases or entities around the sentence.  
A dog → woman is embraced by the woman → dog. 

lexical
Changing just one word or noun chunks without breaking the POS tags.  
A dog is embraced → attacked by the woman.

resemantic
To replace short phrases or clauses without affecting the parsing tree.  
A dog is embraced by the woman → wrapped in a blanket.

insert
To add constraints without affecting the parsing structure of other parts.  
A dog is embraced by the little woman.

delete
To remove constraints without affecting the parsing structure of other parts.  
A dog is embraced by the woman. 

restructure
To alter the dependency tree structure, e.g. changing from passive to positive.  
A dog is embraced by → hugging  he woman.

“How to change”: More control codes

23



BLANKS
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Close Fluent Diverse Control

Original

It is great for kids.

Counterfactuals (fill)

+

“Where to change”: Fill-in-the-blank (Donahue, ACL’20)

Donahue, C., Lee, M., & Liang, P. (2020). Enabling Language Models to Fill in the Blanks. ACL 2020
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It is great [BLANK].
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Close Fluent Diverse Control

Original

It is great for kids.

Counterfactuals (fill)

for any audience.

EMPTY+

“Where to change”: Fill-in-the-blank (Donahue, ACL’20)

Donahue, C., Lee, M., & Liang, P. (2020). Enabling Language Models to Fill in the Blanks. ACL 2020
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Close Fluent Diverse Control

Original

It is great for kids.

Counterfactuals (fill)

for any audience.

EMPTY

not | for anyone.

more than | EMPTY.

+

“Where to change”: Fill-in-the-blank (Donahue, ACL’20)

Donahue, C., Lee, M., & Liang, P. (2020). Enabling Language Models to Fill in the Blanks. ACL 2020
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Counterfactuals
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At generation time, allows flexible control…

Original

It is great for kids.

Original sentence

[lexical] It is [BLANK] for kids. 

[SEP] bad [ANSWER]

It is great→bad for kids. 
[insert] It is great [BLANK]. 

[SEP] for kids as well as adults [ANSWER] It is great for kids as well as adults.
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At generation time, allows flexible control…

Original

It is great for kids.

Counterfactuals

It is great for kids. <|perturb|> [negation] 

It [BLANK] great for kids. 

 

 

<|endoftext|>

Original sentence + control code + blank placement
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At generation time, allows flexible control…

Original

It is great for kids.

Counterfactuals

It is great for kids. <|perturb|> [negation] 

It [BLANK] great for kids. 

 

 

<|endoftext|>

Original sentence + control code + blank placement

[SEP] is not [ANSWER]

It is→is not great for kids. 
[SEP] could have been [ANSWER] It is→could have been great for kids.
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Polyjuice 🥘 : general-purpose counterfactuals, with 
application-agnostic relationships (deletion, negation, etc.).

Let's see how Polyjuice can be used in  
different applications, with simple selection strategies!
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Counterfactual data augmentation 
Do counterfactuals lead to better generalization? 
Counterfactual explanation 
Interactive error analysis
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Counterfactual data aug: Crowd labeling

31

Not a fun ride 
A fun → long ride.

A fun → good ride. 
A fun → interesting ride.

Find diverse counterfactuals

prefer

over

Crowds only evaluate and label the examples,  
rather than generating them manually.

Crowdsource labels
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polyjuice:  add counterfactual data 
v.s. baseline :  add the same amount of original data

Sentiment analysis (on Stanford Sentiment Treebank)

Improve on Twitter data (Senti140, SemEval), and contrast sets (IMDB-CDA, IMDB-Cont.) 
Maintain accuracies on in domain, and other reviews data.

human generated counterfactuals from prior papers

Counterfactual data aug: Training results
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polyjuice:  add counterfactuals (automatic) 
v.s. CAD      : add counterfactuals (manual, from Kaushik et al.)  
v.s. baseline : add the same amount of original data

Natural Language Inference (on SNLI)

Similarly, improvements on multiple contrast/challenge sets 

Counterfactual data aug: Training results

Kaushik, D., Hovy, E., & Lipton, Z. C. (2019). Learning the difference that makes a difference with counterfactually-augmented data. ICLR 2020. 
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polyjuice:  add counterfactuals (automatic) 
v.s. CAD      : add counterfactuals (manual, from Kaushik et al.)  
v.s. baseline : add the same amount of original data

Natural Language Inference (on SNLI)

Similarly, improvements on multiple contrast/challenge sets 

Counterfactual data aug: Training results

, even better than CAD

Kaushik, D., Hovy, E., & Lipton, Z. C. (2019). Learning the difference that makes a difference with counterfactually-augmented data. ICLR 2020. 
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v.s. Manual creation: more effective

34

Verify cheaper than writing
Parse perturbed parts, cheaper than full sentences

Workers spent roughly 5 minutes per revised review, and 4 
minutes per revised sentence (for NLI).

Kaushik et al.  
ICLR’20

30 seconds per round (3 perturbations)Polyjuice

Polyjuice counterfactuals are… 
Better than more original data 
Cheaper than manual collection

Labeling counterfactuals is easier than coming up with them from scratch! 



Counterfactual data augmentation 
Counterfactual explanation 
Do counterfactuals help with model understanding? 
Interactive error analysis

35
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Counterfactual explanation

Q1:  

Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)

How can I help a friend experiencing  
serious depression? 
How do I help a friend who is in depression?
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Counterfactual explanation

Evaluate with SHAP explanation

Q1:  

Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)
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0.00.1 0.2
weight

in
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?
I
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Lundberg, Scott M., et al. "From local explanations to global understanding with explainable AI for trees." Nature machine intelligence 2.1 (2020): 56-67.
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Lundberg, Scott M., et al. "From local explanations to global understanding with explainable AI for trees." Nature machine intelligence 2.1 (2020): 56-67.
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Q2: How do I ●find a friend who is in depression? 

, perturbed Q2̂x f( ̂x)

= 

But…

× salience score is too abstract

Evaluate with SHAP explanation
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Counterfactual explanation

Q1:  

Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)

How can I help a friend experiencing  
serious depression? 
How do I help a friend who is in depression?

Q2: How do I ●find a friend who is in depression? 
Q2: How do I help a ●woman who is in depression?
Q2: 
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≠ 
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× may miss important error counterfactuals
× salience score is too abstract

But…

Evaluate with SHAP explanation
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Q2: 
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Counterfactual explanation

Q1:  

Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)
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But…

Evaluate with SHAP explanation

Feature attribution does not 
reflect model behavior on natural 
counterfactuals.
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Counterfactual explanation

Q1:  

Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)

How can I help a friend experiencing  
serious depression? 
How do I help a friend who is in depression?

Q2: How do I ●find a friend who is in depression? 
Q2: How do I help a ●woman who is in depression?
Q2: How do I help a friend who is ●suicidal?

, perturbed Q2̂x f( ̂x)

= 
≠ 
=

0.00.1 0.2
weight

in
depression

?
I

help

But…

Complement SHAP with 
surprising counterfactuals (i.e. 

violates expectations)

Evaluate with SHAP explanation

Feature attribution does not 
reflect model behavior on natural 
counterfactuals.



Low importance score, 
prediction changed
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Counterfactual explanation
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Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)
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But…
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Counterfactual explanation

Q1:  

Q2: 
Predict  : = Duplicate (98.2% confident)f(x)

How can I help a friend experiencing  
serious depression? 
How do I help a friend who is in depression?

Q2: How do I ●find a friend who is in depression? 
Q2: How do I help a ●woman who is in depression?
Q2: How do I help a friend who is ●suicidal?

, perturbed Q2̂x f( ̂x)

= 
≠ 
=

0.00.1 0.2
weight

in
depression

?
I

help

But…

Evaluate with SHAP explanation

High importance score, 
prediction remains the same



User study: Surprising points bring additional insights
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See Original examples,  
SHAP explanation

Play with the model & do 
manual counterfactual analysis

Users…



User study: Surprising points bring additional insights

45

13 NLP PhD students did only 
slightly better than random guessing. 
(57% correct)

Simulate model behaviors on 
surprising counterfactuals…



User study: Surprising points bring additional insights

45

These examples are surprising  
even after seeing explanations and 
creating manual counterfactuals!

13 NLP PhD students did only 
slightly better than random guessing. 
(57% correct)

Simulate model behaviors on 
surprising counterfactuals…
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What did people miss?

Q1: How can I help a friend who is experiencing  
serious depression? 
Q2: How do I help a friend who is in depression? 
Predict: Duplicate (99.3% confident)
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What did people miss?

Q1: How can I help a friend who is experiencing  
serious depression? 
Q2: How do I help a friend who is in depression? 
Predict: Duplicate (99.3% confident)

Users query “important” words…
Q2: How do I help a friend who is in

depression → disease

depression → frustration

depression → happiness

85% of user inspections are on top features!
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What did people miss?

Q1: How can I help a friend who is experiencing  
serious depression? 
Q2: How do I help a friend who is in depression? 
Predict: Duplicate (99.3% confident)

Q1: How can I help a friend who is experiencing  
serious depression? 
Q2: How do I help a friend → woman who is  
in depression? 
Predict: Duplicate (99.3% confident)

SurpriseUsers query “important” words…
Q2: How do I help a friend who is in

depression → disease

depression → frustration

depression → happiness

85% of user inspections are on top features!



Counterfactual data augmentation 
Counterfactual explanation 
Interactive error analysis 
How does analysts benefit from seeing multiple counterfactuals?

47



Interactive analysis: the benefit of multiple  per ̂x x

48
Gururangan, S., Swayamdipta, S., Levy, O., Schwartz, R., Bowman, S. R., & Smith, N. A. Annotation Artifacts in Natural Language Inference Data. ACL 2020 

Wu, T., Wongsuphasawat, K., Ren, D., Patel, K., & DuBois, C.. Tempura: Query Analysis with Structural Templates. CHI 2020



NLI: does negation correlate with 
contradiction?
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f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x

Gururangan, S., Swayamdipta, S., Levy, O., Schwartz, R., Bowman, S. R., & Smith, N. A. Annotation Artifacts in Natural Language Inference Data. ACL 2020 
Wu, T., Wongsuphasawat, K., Ren, D., Patel, K., & DuBois, C.. Tempura: Query Analysis with Structural Templates. CHI 2020
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, perturbed H through [negation]̂x

H: ●No woman is looking out the window. 
H: This woman isn’t looking out the window. 
H: This woman is not looking out the window.

f( ̂x)

Contradiction 
Contradiction 
Neutral

f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x
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Wu, T., Wongsuphasawat, K., Ren, D., Patel, K., & DuBois, C.. Tempura: Query Analysis with Structural Templates. CHI 2020
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, perturbed H through [negation]̂x

H: ●No woman is looking out the window. 
H: This woman isn’t looking out the window. 
H: This woman is not looking out the window.

f( ̂x)

Contradiction 
Contradiction 
Neutral

f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x

Inconsistency between “n’t” and “not”!
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, perturbed H through [negation]̂x

H: ●No woman is looking out the window. 
H: This woman isn’t looking out the window. 
H: This woman is not looking out the window.

f( ̂x)

Contradiction 
Contradiction 
Neutral

…is not looking… 
…aren’t playing… 

The→No girls like… 
A→No man in…

 → x f( ̂x)

f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x

Inconsistency between “n’t” and “not”!
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, perturbed H through [negation]̂x

H: ●No woman is looking out the window. 
H: This woman isn’t looking out the window. 
H: This woman is not looking out the window.

f( ̂x)

Contradiction 
Contradiction 
Neutral

…is not looking… 
…aren’t playing… 

The→No girls like… 
A→No man in…

 → x f( ̂x)
AUX → AUX not 
* → * not 
* → * n’t 
* → * PART 
DET → No

Template

f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x

Inconsistency between “n’t” and “not”!
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, perturbed H through [negation]̂x

H: ●No woman is looking out the window. 
H: This woman isn’t looking out the window. 
H: This woman is not looking out the window.

f( ̂x)

Contradiction 
Contradiction 
Neutral

…is not looking… 
…aren’t playing… 

The→No girls like… 
A→No man in…

 → x f( ̂x)
AUX → AUX not 
* → * not 
* → * n’t 
* → * PART 
DET → No

Template

f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x

Inconsistency between “n’t” and “not”!

Coverage (%N→C)

412 (42.3%) 
434 (43.5%) 

180 (92.8%)

DET → No flips model prediction  
much more frequently!
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, perturbed H through [negation]̂x

H: ●No woman is looking out the window. 
H: This woman isn’t looking out the window. 
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Contradiction 
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…is not looking… 
…aren’t playing… 

The→No girls like… 
A→No man in…

 → x f( ̂x)
AUX → AUX not 
* → * not 
* → * n’t 
* → * PART 
DET → No

Template

f(x)

Neutral
P: A woman is holding a baby by a window. 
H: This woman is looking out the window.

x

Inconsistency between “n’t” and “not”!

Coverage (%N→C)

412 (42.3%) 
434 (43.5%) 

180 (92.8%)

DET → No flips model prediction  
much more frequently!
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It depends!
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Polyjuice: The Big Picture

49

Check out our code! https://github.com/tongshuangwu/polyjuice

General-purpose counterfactuals, 
Close, fluent, diverse

with control 
Control codes and blank placements

And application-specific selection  
Good for training, explanation, error analysis, and more

https://github.com/tongshuangwu/polyjuice

